
THE SHARING AND 
REUSE FRAMEWORK

Fostering collaboration among public administrations



SHARING AND REUSE: WHY IT MATTERS
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Public sector modernisation

Cross-border & cross-sector collaboration

Better public services for less

Recovery, growth, competitiveness

Standardisation



BARRIERS PREVENTING SHARING AND REUSE

While joining efforts to create high quality and interoperable services to citizens and

businesses can help reduce costs and deliver solutions faster, there are several barriers,  

which prevent public administrations from reusing already available IT solutions, for example: 
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2 4Public administrations are unaware of others’ need for shared IT solutions and similar IT development
activities in different sectors

IT solutions are not always designed with multilingual support and reusability in general.

Bad practices in procurement (referring to patents, specific brands, proprietary specifications) limit 
competition and eventually may lead to vendor lock-in.

Licence incompatibilities prevent different IT solutions to be merged with each other

A common terminology to facilitate the design, assessment and finding of common IT solution 
building blocks is missing
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• Several projects funded by ISA programme, aiming – among others - to help public administrations share 
and reuse IT solutions 

• Promoted through policies, supporting instruments and common solutions:

• Lack of coordination

• Obsolete business 
models

• Legal uncertainty 

• IT solutions not 
considered early 
enough in policy 

cycle

Limited use of:

• Common standards

• Common reference 
architecture

EU INITIATIVES LINKED TO SHARING AND REUSE

Policies

• European Interoperability Framework and Strategy
• Sharing and Reuse Framework
• OSS strategy of the European Commission

• European Union Public Licence
• EIRA
• Guideline on OSS procurement, Reusable contractual clauses
• Common Assessment of Standards and Specifications (CAMSS)
• Joinup catalogue of reusable solutions, AR3NA catalogue of INSPIRE building blocksSupporting 

instruments

Common 
solutions

• Various standards and specifications (e-Government Core Vocabularies, DCAT 
application profile for data portals in Europe, ADMS, etc)

• Various common services and software solutions (Open e-TrustEx, Open ePrior)
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• Developed within ISA Action 4.2.5. ‘Sharing and Reuse’ 

• Should be used at all development stages of IT solutions & all levels of public 

administrations

• Lack of coordination

• Obsolete business 
models

• Legal uncertainty 

• IT solutions not 
considered early 
enough in policy 

cycle

THE SHARING AND REUSE FRAMEWORK (SRF)

Identifies 4 
main types of 

barriers

13 recommended
measures for 
central bodies

10 key 
recommendations

4 10 13

16 supporting
instruments

16



WHEN IS THE SRF USEFUL ?
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Sharing or 
reuse of a 

tool

Using an already 
existing serviceCollaborating to 

develop a service

Sharing the 
provision of a 

service

The SRF should be 
used in these cases:
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• Lack of coordination

• Obsolete business 
models

WHO SHOULD USE THE FRAMEWORK?

Policy makers

Procurers working for public administrations

Businesses providing IT solutions for public administrations

IT professionals working for public administrations

Legal professionals

Communication experts



STRUCTURE OF THE SHARING AND REUSE FRAMEWORK
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Generic recommendation addressed to every public administration level. 
Identifies each specific barrier & provides a generic way to overcome it.

Detailed recommendation for overcoming barriers identified in the 
generic recommendation. This type of recommendation addresses all 
government levels.

Recommended measure for central bodies - activity that can be taken to 
support public administrations to implement the SRF.

Examples of initiatives of the EC, MSs & other organisations to overcome 
barriers to the sharing and reuse of IT solutions.



TARGETING COMMUNICATION BARRIERS
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3. Take into account the 

multilingual EU environment: no 

multilingual support makes 

sharing and reuse difficult

• Follow basic 

internationalisation principles

• Provide documentation in 

multiple languages

1. Increase visibility and trust: to 

share or reuse a solution, public 

administrations need to be aware 

of it

• Use common repositories to 

share solutions

• Use standard ways to describe 

IT solutions

• Give insights into the quality 

and usage

2. Identify common needs: legislation 

provides only high level technical 

requirements

• Define requirements supporting 

common business processes

• Identify generic functionalities 

which can be used in multiple 

solutions

• Communicate your needs

Joinup ADMS
Guideline on 
internationalization  
principles

MT@EC



TARGETING LEGAL BARRIERS

5. Procure IT solutions transparently and openly: non-

standard specs & specific sources lead to vendor lock-in

• Use common standards & specifications for ICT 

procurement

• Share assessments of standards & technical specs

• Use standard clauses & contractual templates

• Consider community contribution in public procurement 

via Open Source Software
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4. Promote legal certainty: unclear liability 

exposure and property rights issues 

discourage sharing and reuse

• Use standard templates for liability 

agreements, certificates of origin, 

collaboration agreements, licences with 

the least legal friction possible

• Detect licence compatibility issues

EUPL

Online 

licence 

wizard

The Guide: using

standards for ICT 

pocurements

CAMSS



TARGETING TECHNICAL BARRIERS

7. Enhance IT solution’s technical readiness: internal 

architecture of IT solutions and technologies it 

employs impact reusability

• Ensure that IT solutions are extensible & scalable

• Plan good maintenance & support

• Assess level of maturity of IT solutions
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6. Document, share and reuse common 

solution building blocks: better coordination is 

needed to avoid creating new digital barriers

• Document solution building blocks using a 

reference architecture

• Check reusability of existing solutions, 

rather than making a new one

European Interoperability

Reference Architecture

(EIRA)

European 

Interoperability

Cartography (EIC)

Reusability Guideline

and checklist



TARGETING ORGANISATIONAL BARRIERS

10. Explain exceptions to sharing: 

exposed code can decrease security, but 

scrutiny can expose and fix weak points

• Provide clear explanations for 

justified restriction areas to sharing 

and reuse 
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8. Cross-organisation coordination: 

fragmented IT infrastructures limit 

sharing & reuse

• Adopt cross-organisation IT 

governance

• Follow guidelines & templates for 

collaborative agreements

9. Adopt business models that facilitate sharing 

& reuse: budget fragmentation makes 

collaboration difficult

• Apply business models that facilitate the 

sharing & reuse of IT solutions

• Consider costs related to end-of-life 

management as part of the Total Cost of 

Ownership

Guidelines and templates for

agreements between public

administrations

IT business and governance

models for sharing and reuse

of IT solutions



RECOMMENDED MEASURES FOR CENTRAL BODIES
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The framework recognises the need for measures to help public administrations implement its

recommendations. The SRF includes 13 recommended measures for central bodies, i.e.:

"Use common repositories to share your 
solutions"

"Operate national/regional repositories and federate
them at EU level "

"Use licences with the least legal friction
possible"

"Select and promote the use of appropriate licences"

"Detect licence compatibility issues" "Provide support on IPR related matters "

"Check the reusability of existing solutions 
before developing a new one"

"Offer generic and reusable building blocks



THE ROAD AHEAD FOR SHARING AND REUSE
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Public review

Processing feedback

Final publication

Available for use

The SRF will be available for public review 
between 20 May and 29 June

The issues raised during the public review will be 
addressed by 4 July

The final publication of the SRF will be attached to 
the Communication on Interoperability in Europe
– Q4 2016

The SRF will be available for use, along with 
training material developed for public
administrations – Q4 2016


